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So ye in like manner, when ye shall see these things come to pass, know that it is nigh, even at the doors. Mark 13:29   

Welcome to Presents of God ministry’s Truth Provided Bi-monthly Newsletter!  My prayer for this newsletter is to en-
lighten and share the Lord’s prophetic truth being fulfi lled right now. Jesus Himself warned us when He said; “And now 
I have told you before it come to pass, that, when it is come to pass, ye might believe.” John 14:29 So here you have 
it. . . prophecy unfolding before our very eyes, sometimes on a daily basis! As you will see in this newsletter, these 
daily news articles from around the world clearly prove we are living in the last days. It’s important that all of God’s 
children truly understand just what season we are living in, and by this understanding, we shall be better prepared for 
the coming of the Lord. After all, is it not written in 1 Thessalonians 5:4, “But ye, brethren, are not in darkness, that that 
day should overtake you as a thief.” The reason that day cannot overtake us is because we study His prophetic Word. 
Maranatha!

In other ministry news; recently we have begun to convert many of my manuscripts from the main website (RemnantofGod.org) 
into booklet format. These booklets will serve as one more tool to bless those trapped in darkness. Our tracts are also avail-
able in printed format as always. Please write to us, along with a donation of any amount (to help cover the cost of printing 
and shipping), and we will joyfully send out your requested materials. Please choose from the following list:

Booklets:  Characteristics of Antichrist   •   People, Get Ready!   •   False Prophecies   •   Prophetic Symbols
Tracts:  The Antichrist   •   Mark of the Beast   •   Is Sunday the Christian Sabbath?   •   Sabbath Justifi ed 

It is our hope that we can again increase the frequency of the newsletter to monthly. But that is solely dependent on the 
blessings we receive from those impressed by the Lord to help us spread His present truth. Please make sure to pass 
this newsletter along so that many more can learn God’s message through your generosity.

Please insert the pre-addressed panel below into the envelope this newsletter came in for material requests and 
donations. Thank You.

God Bless,   Pastor Nicholas
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The political problem of religious pluralism 
“Kozinski explained to ZENIT why a “confessional” state, that is, one in which Catholicism is the offi cial religion, is necessary to provide a 
proper foundation for human fl ourishing.” – Prophecy said the house of Antichrist will seek to force everyone on earth under one religion, 
therefore Rome will do exactly that. What most don’t realize is, all “Christian” denominations, including the SDA church have already joined 
with Rome in the World council of Churches. So convincing lukewarm Christians is already a done deal. In fact, when you merge Catholics 
with so called Protestants, as the WCC has done, you get the largest group on earth. How will they get Muslims to go along? Well, demons 
in Rome have already used “Mary” to lure Catholics back into the church in the early 1900’s with demonic apparitions, and Mary is already 
a key fi gure in the Koran, so, it will be interesting to see how they do it. In any event, once they get this done, and they will do it; convinc-
ing all peoples that a Sunday Law is needed to stop the global calamities will be accepted by all as proper. Except of course the remnant 
people. It is then we will be the world wide target of all as the Jews were in Esther’s day. And like Esther’s day, our God will do unto them 
as they would have done unto us when He splits that Eastern Sky! (I will be doing a blog entry on breaking down this article soon. So 
please watch for it.) Jan 28 11, 05:01:29 

U.S. Supreme Court Issues Landmark Decision: Constitution is Void
“The U.S. Supreme Court issued a landmark decision that serves to allow judges to void the Constitution in their courtrooms. The decision was 
issued on January 18, 2011, and the Court did not even explain the decision (Docket No. 10-632, 10-633, and 10-690)” – This is what happens 
when Catholics become the majority on the Supreme Court. This decision will of course snowball in the coming days all the way up to Sunday 
Laws being drafted and enforced. This also solidifi es a prophetic utterance made many years ago that predicted the U.S. Constitution would be 
made void in our day. Who made that prophetic statement? See my “Was She a Prophet?” page in the “prophecy” section of the poGm web site. 
Jan 21 11, 03:01:25 

Palestinians proposed giving Temple Mount to the Pope
“Wikileaks have done it again. Displayed double standards, and the true motives of the “peace makers” in the Middle East.” – Prophecy did 
say the Antichrist in Rome will seek to set up his temple in the Middle East. Rome has always wanted that land since they invented Islam to 
help them take it. It appears that day is soon upon us now. Are you ready? ARE YOU SURE!? Jan 28 11, 02:01:38

Cop’s right to protect gospel preachers asserted in court
“If a soldier or a police offi cer performs in an unlawful way, he can never tell a judge, ‘I did this because I was ordered to do it.’ Following orders 
is never a defense. Therefore police offi cers have a right to disobey orders that are not constitutional and not fear retribution from superiors,” 
he said. In April, 2007, Kutztown University campus police offi cer Steven Armbruster refused to obey an order from his chief to “push” a peace-
ful group of evangelists off campus.” – It’s good to see there are still some police offi cers out there that take their Romans 13:1 ordination 
seriously. Sadly, their superiors don’t. Still, if I was a cop I would tell my boss I cannot break the law simply because you tell me to because I’m 
the one that will suffer for it anyway. Both by the hand of my God as well as by the hand of man. In this case, the best thing to do is not follow 
orders. But... will the police put forth a moral front? Not likely. So far, most offi cers will break the law if told to by their superiors. So pray for 
those few moral offi cers who have the true courage they were blessed with to be able to endure being ridiculed for doing the right thing. Peer 
pressure can be a powerful temptation. Jan 28 11, 02:01:38

Hawaii Senate ends daily chamber prayers
“Fearing a possible court challenge, Hawaii’s state Senate has voted to silence the daily prayer offered before each session began making it the 
fi rst state legislative body in the nation to halt the practice. A citizen’s complaint had prompted the American Civil Liberties Union last summer 
to send the Senate a letter noting that its invocations often referenced Jesus Christ, contravening the separation of church and state.” – Soon 
many more States will follow suit I’m sure. Ever notice this? Atheists are by far the smallest minority on earth second only to homosexuals. Yet 
both seem to have enough money and political pull to do such things in society. Why? It’s because when you follow Satan’s will, riches and even 
power of the world will be yours, sometimes for a lifetime. But Jesus said in Matthew 16:26, “For what is a man profi ted, if he shall gain the whole 
world, and lose his own soul? or what shall a man give in exchange for his soul?” It is the likes of these that will weep and nash their own teeth 
as they burn up in hell fi re when they discover what they gave up for a few short years of pleasure on earth. So sad! Jan 28 11, 02:01:51

The day part of the Internet died: Egypt goes dark
“Almost simultaneously, the handful of companies that pipe the Internet into and out of Egypt went dark as protesters were gearing up for a 
fresh round of demonstrations calling for the end of President Hosni Mubarak’s nearly 30-year rule, experts said. Egypt has apparently done 
what many technologists thought was unthinkable for any country with a major Internet economy: It unplugged itself entirely from the Internet 
to try and silence dissent.” – In other words, as suspected, the Internet kill switch is already a real item. It’s just a matter of the red tape being 
pushed though legislative halls to make it appear to be legal for those panting towards the switch. BTW: There is a video on this page, but I 
don’t want to post this article as a video article because the video doesn’t touch in the Internet kill switch. However, it does show what appears 
to be a peaceful protester walking with two or three others being shot dead by police. So, be forewarned. So far 5 have been killed by police 
like this in Egypt. Prophecy did say bloody crimes would be on the streets, and now we see even the police are performing some of them. Jan 
28 11, 02:01:38

Slain U.S. missionary was fl eeing cartel gunmen with husband
“The missionaries’ chase across northern Tamaulipas state is the latest chapter involving U.S. citizens caught in the crossfi re of Mexico’s drug 
war.” – Will this spark an outrage big enough to close the borders and prevent anymore illegal aliens from joining our ranks? Probably not. 
Rome needs an infl ux of Catholic voters and a few Christian martyrs is perfectly acceptable at this point. At least this dear Indiana woman died 
doing what she cherished in her heart. She was working for Jesus at the moment she was called to rest. Please pray for her husband that did 
all he could to get her to safety and failed. His heart is broken deeply. Jan 27 11, 01:01:26

GM food crop containing human genes is set to be approved for commercial production
“The laboratory-created rice produces some of the human proteins found in breast milk and saliva. Its U.S. developers say they could be used 
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to treat children with diarrhoea, a major killer in the Third World. The rice is a major step in so-called Frankenstein Foods, the fi rst mingling of 
human-origin genes and those from plants. But the U.S. Department of Agriculture has already signalled it plans to allow commercial cultiva-
tion.” – It’s bad enough cows are now eating rendered cow fl esh, scientists now want humans to become cannibalistic in nature as well? I can’t 
begin to imagine how many things are wrong about this scenarios, yet, this is life in today’s end time society. It’s things like this that make the 
Christians cry out, MARANATHA! Jan 27 11, 01:01:54 

Slush fund of top politicians found at Vatican Bank, Obama, Clinton, Roberts? Legatus split! 
“Slush fund accounts of major US politicians identifi ed and seized at Vatican Bank (Rome). Connection established with Daniel Dal Bosco 
RICO indictment, which cites Giancarlo Bruno, Silvio Berlusconi & Ban Ki Moon. On Wednesday 5th January 2011, it emerged that US es-
tablishment related slush fund accounts had been located in, and seized from, the Vatican Bank in Rome.” – It’s exactly as I’ve been warning 
people for many years. It’s no mistake certain pro-Catholic politicians seem to have extreme power and benefi ts like no other. Some even 
make it to the Oval offi ce like the Bushs’, Clinton, and Obama. As I’ve said for decades. If a politician wants his career to skyrocket, all he 
needs to do is bow to the Pope’s desires. Prophecy said Rome would control the USA, and now we have the smoking gun. Keep in mind, 
Rome says they are anti-abortion, yet the politicians they fund are all pro-abortion! In fact, Clinton was the fi rst president that pushed and 
approved partial birth abortion. Abortion is bad enough, but now they want to see the child they kill!? Still, this isn’t unexpected since Catholic 
hospitals have been aborting babies all along. Only when they get caught do they put on an air of surprise. This was evident just recently in 
2004 when two Catholic hospitals, one in Chicago, and the other based in both California and Canada. Jan 25 11, 01:01:24 

Pope’s offer was an ‘insensitive takeover bid’, say senior Anglicans
“One bishop has claimed that the Vatican’s invitation has “embarrassed” Dr Rowan Williams, the Archbishop of Canterbury, while a leading 
cleric compared it to a “corporate takeover bid”. Another bishop admitted that relations between the two Churches had been damaged by the 
move.” – What do they expect? Anglicans don’t study Bible prophecy, so they had no clue who they were shaking hands with that day. Too late 
now. However, as individuals, they can still “Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her 
plagues.” (Revelation 18:4) But will they heed the warning of the Lord? One can only hope (and pray). Jan 25 11, 01:01:23 

Renewed Push to Give Obama an Internet “Kill Switch”
“A controversial bill handing President Obama power over privately owned computer systems during a “national cyberemergency,” and pro-
hibiting any review by the court system, will return this year.” – It didn’t take a brain surgeon to guess they would never give up on this. As I 
said before, they will keep pushing at this until they get a viable kill switch for the Internet so as to stop the truth from being posted. As I also 
said before, just like Elijah moved on after the brook Cherith dried up, so shall we. The Loud cry will make the Internet kill switch appear quite 
insignifi cant to say the least. Jan 25 11, 01:01:22 

The Bigger Scandal: Catholic Church Funding of ACORN
“While Obama has strong ties to ACORN, they were originally established through the U.S. Catholic Church, which has also funded ACORN 
and similar organizations to the tune of millions of dollars. This is another taboo topic for most of the media. Even conservative news organi-
zations are afraid of raising the issue, apparently fearing being tagged with the “anti-Catholic” label. “ – Isn’t that interesting? It never seems 
to amaze me just how blind the leaders in the Roman  Catholic church truly are. Worse yet is how blind their church members have become 
due to staying in such a church Jesus would never approve of. As is apparent just by modern day media reports, perverted sex is the main 
fruit of Roman Catholicism. It used to be only homosexual priests dying of AIDS 11 times greater than anyone else, or Roman Catholic priests 
raping little boys on a regular basis. Now it’s Roman Catholic priests funding ACORN who then use your tax dollars to teach pimps how to 
fund brothels. One of the good things about the Roman Catholic church is that they are moved to do so much evil, they simply cannot hide it 
anymore. This makes our job that much easier. But then, prophecy did say we would know who the man of sin is in the last days. Now we see 
why. Jan 24 11, 01:01:23did say we would know who the man of sin is in the last days. Now we see why. Jan 24 11, 01:01:23 

Pope John Paul II’s Vatican warned Irish bishops not to report child rape!
“A newly revealed 1997 letter from the Vatican warned Ireland’s Catholic bishops not to report all suspected child-abuse cases to police a 
disclosure that victims groups described as “the smoking gun” needed to show that the Vatican enforced a worldwide culture of cover-up.” 
– And this Pope is about to become a saint? And STILL most Catholics will ignore this evidence because their leaders are declaring sainthood. 
Please pray for them. They too deserve a chance to be saved. Jan 24 11, 01:01:00 

Mary unites Christians and Muslims
“Christians and Muslims might lack a common dogmatic base from which to discuss theology, but they share devotion and esteem for a woman 
who brings them together: Mary, mother of Jesus.” – There’s no mistake Mary is mentioned in high regard in the Muslim’s Quran. Rome has 
recently been exposed as the author of that book. They planned long ago to use Mary to gather the Muslim into their camp to help in their 
prophesied plans to not only rule the world, but enforce their mark. Just as Rome used Hitler to kill the Jews, Rome will use Islam to kill those 
that refuse her mark in the coming days along with the civil authorities of course. We now know Rome invented Islam, and we know Revelation 
20:4 says many Christians in our day will be beheaded. With that truth before us, what religion on earth is infamous for cutting off the heads of 
their enemies today? Islam! When you put 2+2 together here you will most assuredly fi nd it equals 666. Jan 24 11, 01:01:23 

Monsanto’s Roundup Triggers Over 40 Plant Diseases and Endangers Human and Animal Health
“While visiting a seed corn dealer’s demonstration plots in Iowa last fall, Dr. Don Huber walked passed a soybean fi eld and noticed a distinct 
line separating severely diseased yellowing soybeans on the right from healthy green plants on the left (see photo). The yellow section was 
suffering from Sudden Death Syndrome (SDS), a serious plant disease that ravaged the Midwest in 2009 and 10, driving down yields and 
profi ts. Something had caused that area of soybeans to be highly susceptible and Don had a good idea what it was.” – We have droughts, 
strange winter storms in warm regions, fi sh kills, and heat waves destroying the food industry around the world, and now we have Monsanto 
killing the plants!? Some would call this a perfect storm for disaster. A student in prophecy calls it the end times. Jan 24 11, 01:01:10 

Vatican’s global importance evident in leaked cables
Leaked State Department cables are giving insight into the Vatican’s infl uential role on the world stage and the United States’ efforts to cooper-
ate with the Holy See in advancing common interests.” – In other words, Christian prophecy was once again 100% CORRECT when declaring 
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the Antichrist in Rome was seeking a New World Order so as to enforce her mark. What most fail to realize is, prophecy states they plan to 
use the muscle of the United States to enforce it. Jan 23 11, 01:01:11  

Tests Confi rm Banned Drugs in US Beef
FYI: “The Department of Health (DOH) said two supermarkets, Costco and RT-MART, had removed U.S.-imported beef products from the 
shelves yesterday, after they were found to contain small amounts of banned drugs a day before during a regular check.” – Just one more of 
literally dozens of reasons to stop eating meat. Jan 21 11, 03:01:42 

Bill Gates: Cell phones can track newborns for shots
“Microsoft mogul Bill Gates says cell-phone technology could be used to register every birth around the globe and track children to make sure 
they have been vaccinated as government advisers urge.” – When money no longer excites the heart, power becomes the next best thing to 
crave. What most in public offi ce ignore is, vaccines do guarantee one thing. The AMA will have a steady fl ow of customers as long as toxic 
vaccines are used. And since the AMA is the richest and most powerful corporation on earth that uses politicians like puppets, one can expect 
vaccines will be here for a long time. After all, prophecy did say Rome would use drugs to deceive the nations. Jan 18 11, 01:01:00 

The app that can read your mind: iPhone brainwave detector arrives
“It’s a device that would be more at home on the set of a Star Wars movie than the streets of Britain. But an iPhone application has been 
developed that can read minds. The XWave allows users to control on-screen objects with their minds as well as train their brains to control 
attention spans and relaxation levels.” –Since science has already mapped the human brain, they are of course able to do much more now to 
manipulate that mind. Toys like this aren’t really toys. They will cause many to gain a higher “self” in the so called “mystic religions” that allow 
for self to see its “god” within. Or worse yet, what if the toy turns out to be a transmitter instead of a receiver? After all, government has already 
“tapped” into our private lives via our phone lines as well as electronically reading every e-mail sent and every text in social networks. Yes, 
this may seem far fetched for some right now. And I’m sure I’ll get some emails suggesting I make a tinfoil bonnet. But when they said in the 
1940’s & 50’s that Rock music would lure souls to Satan, they laughed back then too. What many fail to realize is, if this toy is on the market 
now, what the government has behind closed doors is decades more advanced than what they allow the public to have. One can only imagine 
how evil their plans are with all this strange technology. Compile this “toy” with the mind altering light fl ashes in videos games and movies, 
with the digitized subliminal messages in music and TV commercials, as well as the many mind altering drugs sold by legal as well as illegal 
drug pushers, admitted chemtrails laden with aluminum, fl uoride in water, toxic fl u shots, mercury laden food additives, and you have a society 
that’s childishly easy to convince that going to church on Sunday as well as killing any Sabbath keepers is what will stop all the calamities God 
has sent on the earth. After all, prophecy says they will seek to kill us one day, does it not? Even if you believe this is just a toy. Let me ask 
you this. How do you suppose they found out which part of your brain is used to do certain things? How did they fi nd out what frequency the 
brain sends that can be received by a “toy” that refl ects that reception to a computer screen? This proves they know exactly what frequency 
your brain transmits because the video screen is showing the mind can in fact move an object on that screen using radio signals YOU SEND. 
This also means they know exactly what frequency can be received as well now. No matter, our God has promised to protect His people till 
the end. I feel sorry for the wicked. They’re literally all alone. Jan 17 11, 02:01:41 

Vatican Lists New Sins for Society
“After 1500 years of a largely-accepted list of seven mortal sins, Archbishop Girotti announces some additions, and this time, they affect all of 
human society.” – In other words, what they’re saying is, since they can no longer re-write the Bible without actually writing a whole new one, 
they have decided the Bible was unfi nished and suddenly after thousands of years, the Vatican, the documented home of the most decadent 
sinners on the planet, are somehow privy to “new sins” God has decided to suddenly add? How can those that don’t know God, know what 
sin is? The truth here is, they are writing new laws they plan to enforce once their prophesied mortal wound heals. They tried this with Hitler 
and failed because their timing was off. If you notice, some of the “new sins” listed in the article can be easily seen as “laws” that refl ect their 
New World Order based on Vatican control just as our God prophesied they would. Won’t be too much longer now brothers and sisters. Their 
public fl exing shows they know what they couldn’t do in Hitler’s day, they can do today. Jan 16 11, 02:01:41 

Vatican engineered victory for Pelosicare (Obamacare)
The evidence indicates that the Bishops and the Vatican itself are calling the shots behind the scene. In fact, as many media organizations 
are now reporting, they engineered the “compromise” that deleted abortion funding so the bill could pass the House. The Los Angeles Times 
reported that House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, a Catholic, not only “conferred with the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops to be sure the new 
restrictions were acceptable” but “consulted by telephone with a cardinal in Rome.” – It’s always nice to see someone else validating what we 
the remnant people have been saying all along. It’s hard at times to be looked upon as the only ones saying such things; but every now and 
then others do echo the truths we preach, and by so doing confi rm the Truth for what it is. In short, Rome needs Obamacare to enforce her 
mark. We now have proof they were behind it. Jan 16 11, 02:01:41 

Weather control is no myth: Scientists engineer thunderstorms over Abu Dhabi
“Discussions of weather control technology used to be limited to the hushed gossip of conspiracy theorists, but it turns out the conspiracy 
theorists were right (again). Today in Abu Dhabi, scientists have successfully manipulated entire weather systems, causing up to fi fty down-
pours of rain across the Al Ain region the desert nation over the last year.” – Yes, many of us knew of this for some time now. Especially when 
a German Meteorologist let the cat out of the bag in February of 2008. But it is nice to see the facts laid out in print anyway. Still, with all this 
manipulation of nature, things are bound to get messed up. Man never seems to learn from his mistakes I guess. You cannot improve on 
perfection. However, when the scientist is an Atheist he thinks he can improve on what God created, and with that foolish mindset ruins it for 
everyone else. I wonder, will the military see value in this science? Yes, I agree, that’s a dumb question. Jan 14 11, 01:01:04 

Harry Potter was a good Christian?
“In a new book out this month, author Danielle Tumminio asserts Harry Potter is good Christian. Tumminio argues Potter lives a life that lines 
up with Christian values.” –This author has been pushing this insane idea for years now. No doubt with Vatican backing as Rome has done 
this as well for years. But is it true? Can a wizard named Harry Potter or even Joe Schmoe be a good Christian? Well, Leviticus 20:27 states 
a Wizard should be stoned to death, and Deuteronomy 18:11,12 states they are an abomination unto God. So, no, a wizard is not considered 
a good Christian in any way shape or form. So, why are they pushing this? The last prophecy to be fulfi lled before the mark of the beast is in 
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fact a widespread global acceptance of the occult and wizardry. In other words, Christian prophecy is once again 100% right on target! 
Jan 14 11, 01:01:03 

Muslims being ‘appeased’ by crackdown on Christianity 
“It’s happening in Egypt, Pakistan and Laos as well as other Muslim-dominated nations in Asia and Africa, and its results are stark: a surge in 
attacks on Christian families and Christian churches. Now an analyst concludes that the attacks are being allowed, perhaps even encouraged, 
by government inaction in what is no more or less than the appeasement of radical Islamics.” – All this and still there are some SDA preachers 
claiming the Muslims are godly friends of the Christians who will be used by God to protect them, and that Allah and the Christian God are one 
in the same. All this proves today is what I have said for many years. Rome has taken the SDA church over just as prophecy predicted, and so 
the political desires of Rome to ecumenically accept Islam as a Holy religion will be realized in the SDA church as per Roman instruction. So 
much so, they actually teach their students to bow before Allah in a Muslim Mosque! No, Islam is not a friend to Christianity. However, it does 
appear Seventh day Adventism is in fact a friend to Islam. Jan 13 2011, 13:20:14

‘Catholicism Is Good for America’ 
“When is the Catholic Church not playing defense? When it’s not battling disturbing sex abuse cases, it’s maintaining positions that seem far 
behind the times. And when those edicts are fi nally eased, as when Pope Benedict XVI said maybe condoms should be used to prevent the 
spread of AIDS, the public is more confused than happy. But despite all that, Tom Krattenmaker--who isn’t Catholic--argues in USA Today 
that the Church is good for the country.” – Yes, Catholicism is the true defi nition of confusion! This is why most that don’t study prophecy are 
baffl ed as to what they’re up to from time to time. And as we can see plainly. The laws that place everything from fl uoride in drinking water, 
MSG in food, and aluminum in chemtrails, are helping Rome take advantage of the weakened memories of most Americans. Just as prophecy 
predicted, drugs will be used to deceive nations into thinking Catholicism is a good thing. But then, Satan has been practicing this deceptive 
method for 6000 years. This is why the fi rst time you mess with drugs, alcohol, tobacco, or even pre-marital sex, you think it’s a good thing. 
Catholicism is the exact same thing for politicians. Proverbs 14:12 says, “There is a way which seemeth right unto a man, but the end thereof 
are the ways of  death.” Jan 5 11, 14:33:19

Pope’s child porn ‘normal’ claim sparks outrage among victims 
“In his traditional Christmas address yesterday to cardinals and offi cials working in Rome, Pope Benedict XVI also claimed that child pornog-
raphy was increasingly considered “normal” by society. “In the 1970s, paedophilia was theorized as something fully in conformity with man and 
even with children,” the Pope said.” – This man is possessed by a demon. We need not wonder anymore. This is the end result of living a life 
of wickedness. Child rape has never been accepted in society! The reason he believes this is because the only place it has been accepted is 
in the homosexual priesthood of the Roman Catholic church. Common sense states clearly that if it was so acceptable before the 70’s, then 
why are priests still being prosecuted today for crimes they committed in the 60’s? And what of the priests that got prison terms for raping 
children in the 70’s? No, the pope just told a bold faced lie to try and push the homosexual agenda as well as help clean his image for helping 
priests molest boys. One very telling aspect behind all this is the fact he made such a claim in public. The majority of the world is just as evil as 
it was before the fl ood as well as before Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed. Especially when it comes to political leaders who pass such 
perverted laws that pander to the homosexuals with money. That being said, this demonic statement of the pope just proves we are that much 
closer to our precious Lord’s return! Maranatha! Dec 24 10, 14:04:16

WikiLeaks exposes Pope as supporter of GMOs 
Though the Vatican refuses to issue a public stance on genetically-modifi ed organisms (GMO), several leaked cables have revealed that Pope 
Benedict XVI secretly favors GMOs and believes more should be done to encourage their spread around the world. Both a leaked cable from 
June and one from November confi rm the Pope’s endorsement of biotechnology and the Vatican push to promote its use.” – Whether Wikileaks 
has been set up so as to allow the governments to have a reason to censor the Internet or not, I truly don’t know. One thing is for sure however, 
Wikileaks is needed so as to let the common man know just how evil the leaders are in the church and those infl uenced by it politically. Docu-
ments like this that show an agenda designed to create a global control over every man woman and child needs to be realized. No, it won’t stop 
them. But it will open eyes that never knew, or have chosen to ignore how bad it has gotten recently. And that may be all that’s needed to get 
people back on track. Dec 22 10, 13:36:18

Food supply control bill passes in surprise Sunday night vote 
“Like some horror movie zombie that can’t be killed, S510, the federal power grab over family farms and the entire food production sys-
tem passed the Senate in an unexpected Sunday night vote. ...Why Senator Coburn reversed himself, enabling this bill, which empowers 
unelected bureaucrats to control family farms with regulations to be written later, is a mystery.” – Will it become law even though the Bill 
isn’t fi nished? And will they add to it afterwards so as to better control families with simple gardens? Judging by how Obamacare made it 
through without anyone reading it, I would have to say yes. This will become a problem if Congress approves it. So, please keep praying! 
Dec 21 10, 11:58:56

For more news and information, Visit us online at:  www.remnantofgod.org
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Valentine’s Day and Christians
Numerous early Christian martyrs were named Valentine. Until 1969, the Catholic Church formally recognized eleven Valentine’s Days. 
The Valentines honored on February 14 are:

• Valentine of Rome (Valentinus presb. m. Romae): a priest in Rome who suffered martyrdom about AD 269 and was buried on the Via 
Flaminia. His relics are at the Church of Saint Praxed in Rome. [5] and at Whitefriar Street Carmelite Church in Dublin, Ireland. 

• Valentine of Terni (Valentinus ep. Interamnensis m. Romae): He became bishop of Interamna (modern Terni) about AD 197 and is 
said to have been killed during the persecution of Emperor Aurelian. He is also buried on the Via Flaminia, but in a different location 
than Valentine of Rome. His relics are at the Basilica of Saint Valentine in Terni (Basilica di San Valentino). 
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The Catholic Encyclopedia speaks of a third Saint that no doubt spawned the modern day “holiday” we see on February 14. This was 
the day he was martyred for his faith in fact. Yes, Rome claims he was a Christian martyred for his “Catholic” faith, however the truth 
of the matter is he was a Christian killed for His Christian faith by Rome itself. In fact, all the 500 million people killed by Rome were 
Christians. Rome claims many of them as Catholic saints to help bolster their image, and at the same time desecrate their graves. Truth 
of the matter is, legend has it that the man martyred by Rome was killed because he was helping Christians escape the harsh Roman 
prisons. Turns out there are many rituals associated with February 14 and “lovers” due to Pagan beliefs. Everything from the belief 
that birds seek out their mates on February 14 each year, to pinning bay leaves to ones pillow on the eve of Valentines day so as to 
generate erotic dreams of ones future mate. In essence, in true Roman Catholic character, this day of celebration is all about sex! To 
further confi rm their problem in this area, a Detroit Catholic college (Marygrove college) was exposed back in February of 2002 for 
having a dance on Campus on Valentines day, but it was specifi cally set up for homosexual couples only! Those that come against the 
Protestant faith always claim we are confused and unable to agree on doctrinal issues. Yet, I have yet to see a single Catholic church 
or college that agrees with the Vatican. Case in point, the Vatican “claims” to speak out against homosexuality. Yet here we see this 
college pandering to their every need.

As Christians we should not condone such a day as being acceptable unto our Christian God. It glorifi es Roman tradition, sex, and 
even homosexuality. Not to mention the over one billion dollars in unhealthy candy sales on this day alone. Truth be known, this follow-
ing of Rome’s lead yet again illustrates how “all the world wonders after the beast.” (Rev. 13:3)

Read about the entire Valentine’s Day deception on my web site at:  www.remnantofgod.org/archives/week07-08.htm#1
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For Your Health Recipe
Tomato Cups, by Sherrie  http://www.living-foods.com

 6 medium tomatoes 1 tablespoon olive oil (optional)
 1/2 small cucumber celtic salt to taste (optional)
 2 sticks celery
 2 spring onoins
 1/2 cup fresh parsley
 1 tablespoon fresh mint
 1 clove garlic
 2 teaspoons kelp
 1/2 cup sunfl ower seeds
 1 tablespoon lemon juice

Cut tomatoes in half scoop out centre.
Add tomato pulp to the other ingredients.
Finely chop all ingredients, mix well and
fi ll tomato halves. 

Great for a side dish, or for fi nger food 
use cherry or small tomatoes.

Makes 12

Presents of God Ministry Weekly Conference Schedule

Monday @ 7:00pm CT (1:00am GMT)
Bible & SOP study. (Only in poGm Conference)

Wednesday @ 7:00pm CT (1:00am GMT)
Bible & SOP study. (Only in poGm Conference)

Friday @ 8:00pm CT (2:00am GMT)
Bible and SOP study.
(Simulcast LIVE on WTPR radio & Teleconference) 

Sabbath (Saturday) @ 11:00am CT (5:00pm GMT)
Children’s Sabbath School.
(Simulcast LIVE on WTPR radio & Teleconference) 

Sabbath (Saturday) @ 12:00pm CT (6:00pm GMT)
Study and worship.
(Simulcast LIVE on WTPR radio & Teleconference)

Sabbath (Saturday) @ 4:00pm CT (10:00pm GMT)
Family study and worship.(Only in poGm Conference)

Please join us this Sabbath, LIVE

poGm Conference Room:poGm Conference Room:
www.remnantofgod.net/pogm-conf.phpwww.remnantofgod.net/pogm-conf.php

Teleconference:Teleconference:
Dial-in Number:  1-(712) 432-1620 Dial-in Number:  1-(712) 432-1620 

Access Code:  289649#Access Code:  289649#
After you dial the number you will be asked to enter After you dial the number you will be asked to enter 

the access code. Enter it and you will be immediately the access code. Enter it and you will be immediately 
logged on. There is no charge for this servicelogged on. There is no charge for this service

WTRP Radio (Internet):WTRP Radio (Internet):
www.remnantofgod.org/wtpr.htmwww.remnantofgod.org/wtpr.htm


